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Identification Problems
-One view on the infrastructure building in Open Access environment -
How do I identify
who he is or not?
Difficult to decide
to be Same Person
Smith, John?  Which?
(Share a name)
Obama, Barak?  Obama, B.?
(Abbreviation)
Ozawa, Seiji(BSO)?  or  Ozawa, Seiji(VPO)?
(Change of Affiliation)
Same Person but Different Name
Tani, Ryoko?  or  Tamura, Ryoko?
(Change of Family Name)
Computer may decide
to be Different Name.
Soichiro? So-ichiro? Sohichirou? 
(Variant Romanization)
斉藤? 斎藤？ 齊藤？










This number is assigned to all 
the researchers who apply for 
the grant by Japan Society of 
the Promotion of Science 
(JSPS). It may be be one of the 
















by NII and 
Kanazawa 
Univ.




















You can identify 
who he is, 
and track his all 
works !
【 Open Access Archives 】 【 Researcher Information System】
【Other Resources 】
CiNii (NII Scholarly and Academic Information 
Navigator) 
This is a database service that enables searching of 
information on academic articles published in 
Japanese academic society journals.
Harvesting
Why don’t you use
Identification number?
Solution & Future
Kanazawa Univ. IR (KURA)
So 
Happy!
Matching
Matching
Meta Data profile
OAI-DC
identifier
creator
Future…
JuNii 3
DRIVER ver.3
Kanazawa Univ. List
In the future
